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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Fine-grained Image-text retrieval is challenging but vital technology in the field of multimedia analysis. Existing methods mainly
focus on learning the common embedding space of images (or
patches) and sentences (or words), whereby their mapping features
in such embedding space can be directly measured. Nevertheless,
most existing image-text retrieval works rarely consider the shared
semantic concepts that potentially correlated the heterogeneous
modalities, which can enhance the discriminative power of learning
such embedding space. Toward this end, we propose a Cross-Graph
Attention model (CGAM) to explicitly learn the shared semantic
concepts, which can be well utilized to guide the feature learning
process of each modality and promote the common embedding
learning. More specifically, we build semantic-embedded graph for
each modality, and smooth the discrepancy between two modalities via cross-graph attention model to obtain shared semanticenhanced features. Meanwhile, we reconstruct image and text features via the shared semantic concepts and original embedding
representations, and leverage multi-head mechanism for similarity calculation. Accordingly, the semantic-enhanced cross-modal
embedding between image and text is discriminatively obtained to
benefit the fine-grained retrieval with high retrieval performance.
Extensive experiments evaluated on benchmark datasets show the
performance improvements in comparison with state-of-the-arts.

Image-text retrieval, cross-graph attention, shared cemantic concept, multi-head mechanism
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INTRODUCTION

With the fast development of multimedia technology, multimedia data, such as image and text, has been emerging rapidly and
accumulated explosively on the Internet. In order to maximally
benefit from the richness of multimedia data, image-text retrieval
has become an essential technique for searching engine, featuring
on providing flexible retrieval experience to index semantically
relevant instance from one modality to another modality [4, 5, 10].
In recent years, image-text retrieval has been extensively studied,
and exising works can be roughly categoried into global correspondence learning methods, local correspondence learning methods
and high-order semantic concept learning methods. The global
correspondence learning methods aim to jointly project the entire
image and text data into a common latent space for heterogeneity
minimization, whereby the mapping features of image and text
in this latent space can be directly measured [3]. Local correspondence learning is designed to capture the fine-grained interplay and
semantic correlations between local image patches and partical text
data [6, 13, 14]. Along this line, salient image patches are detected
and image-text similarity scores are aggregated by all or salient
region-word pairs, which have gained significant improvements
over traditional global correspondence matching works. To capture
more valuable concept information, some recent works focus on
investigating the high-order semantic concepts of image and text
to reason their higher-level relationships for better peformance.
Alone this way, Liu et al. [9] explicitly model object, relation and
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image encoder

attribute as a structured phrase, which benefits to learn fine-grained
correspondence of structured phrase. Wang et al. [12] utilize the
graph model to model the image and text, and jointly characterize
the objects and relationships for efficient image-text matching.
To the best of our knowledge, high-order semantic concepts are
very useful to correlate the heterogeneous modalities, and different modalities may have shared semantic concepts as well as the
modality-specific semantic concept. For cross-modal retrieval, the
shared semantic concepts contribute significantly to the learning
of commond embedding space, and most existing image-text retrieval works rarely consider the the difference between the shared
semantic concepts and modality-specific semantic concepts. enhance the discriminative power of learning such embedding space.
Towards this end, this paper presents an efficient cross-graph attention model to explore the consensus information between image
and text, which can well enhance the discriminative power of learning the common embedding space. To be specific, we build fully
connected weighted graph for both image and text modality, in
which the nodes in each graph will be updated via graph attention network. Accordingly, the shared semantic concepts within
two modalities are enhanced while the discrepancy between the
modality-specific concepts are smoothed. To summarize, the main
contributions of our methods are three-fold:
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Figure 1: Schematic architecture of the proposed model.
Text Representation. For a text T , we first represent each word
as a one-hot vector, and then embed it into d-dimensional feature
space using a Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit. Accordingly, the
representation of i-th word is obtained by averaging the hidden
state of forward and backward GRU at i-th time step. Therefore,
the representation of text is defined as H T = {h 1T , h 2T , · · · , hnTw }.

2.2

Cross-Graph Attention Model

Motivated by graph attention network (GATs) [11], we design a
cross graph attention model to smooth the semantic discrepancy
between image and text, and simultaneously enhance the shared
shared semantic concepts to refine the feature represenations. First,
we combine the feature representation of image and text as Eq. (1).
 I
H
(1)
Z=
HT

METHOD

Give an image-text pair, the proposed framework aims to learn
the semantically consistent feature representations for efficient
image-text retrieval. The overall framework is illustrated in Fig. 1,
we build semantic-embedded graph for each modality, and propose
a cross-graph attention model to obtain shared semantic-enhanced
concept features while smoothing the discrepancy between different modalities. Meanwhile, we reconstruct image and text features
via the shared semantic concept features and original embedding
representations, and leverage multi-head mechanism for similarity calculation. Accordingly, the semantic-enhanced cross-modal
embedding between image and text is discriminatively obtained to
benefit the fine-grained retrieval.

2.1

feature reconstructor

Split to
Multi heads

• A novel cross-graph attention model is efficiently designed
to explore the shared semantic concepts while smoothing the
discrepancy between modality-specific semantic concepts.
• A multi-head mechanism is leveraged to calculate the imagetext similarity, which can maximally benefit the fine-grained
cross-modal similarity matching task.
• Extensive experiments verify the advantages of the proposed
approach under various image-text retrieval tasks.

2

multi-head mechanism

Further, we build semantic connections in both inter modalities
and intra modalities, whereby four fully connected weighted graphs
are obtained: G I →I = (V1, E 1 ), G I →T = (V2, E 2 ), GT →I = (V3, E 3 )
and GT →T = (V4, E 4 ), where V denotes the node sets of the graph, E
represents the associated edge between each node pairs. For graph
attention learning, it is noted that the semantic connection of node
pairs is bi-directed, which can explicitly characterize the destination
and source information for cross-modal matching task.
Q i =FCq (H I ), Ki =FCk (H I ), Q t =FCq (H T ), Kt =FCk (H T )

Modality Encoder

(2)

where Q and K denote the source and destination information in
graph attention model, and FC(·) denotes fully-connect layer. Then,
the affinity matrix of graph nodes can be formulated as:

Image Representation. For an input image I , the bottom-up attention model [1] is utilized to discriminate region features. Accordingly, the category of instance and the object attribute can be
well obtained, simiply denoted as O = {o 1, o 2, · · · , ono }. Further,
a fully-connect layer is then applied to transform these object features with more discriminative power, and the transformed features
are denoted as H I = {h 1I , h 2I , · · · , hnIo }, with hiI corresponding
to the transformed feature of oi .

AI →I =Q i Ki T , AI →T =Q i Kt T , AT →T =Q t Kt T , AT →I =Q t Ki T (3)


/N AI →T /N
A
(4)
A = I →I
AT →I /N AT →T /N
where N is the sum of no and nw that utilized to regularize the
weight, and A denotes the adjacent matrix of graph. Note that,
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2.5

the shared semantic concepts contribute significantly to the learning of commond embedding space, and therefore we combine the
four sub-matrix to aggregate the attention features across different
modalities. Accordingly, the shared concept feature embedding C
of image and text is calculated as:
C = FC(AZW + Z )

(5)

(I ,T )

where [·]+ = max(· , 0), α denotes the margin between the positive pairs and negative pairs that should be converged in training process, Iˆ and T̂ are the hard negative samples, denoted as
˜
Iˆ =arдmax I˜ S IT
˜ and T̂ =arдmax T̃ S I T̃ , I , T̃ are negative samples.

where W is the trainable parameter in the network model.

2.3

Feature Reconstructor

In order to judge whether an image-text pair matches or not, we
select to reconstruct the modality-specific feature represenations
by using the shared concept representation. First, we calculate the
weight between original and shared feature representation:
W I = H I CT ,W T = H T CT
WiIj

exp(λWiIj )

= 
N (λexp(W I ))
j=1
ij

,WiTj

3 EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Dataset and Evaluation
Two public available multi-modal datasets, i.e., MSCOCO [15] and
Flickr30K [8], are chosen in the experiments. MSCOCO contains
123,287 images, and each image is annotated with five captions. The
widely used splitting scheme contains 113,287 images for training,
5000 images for validation and 5000 images for testing. Flickr30K
contains 31,000 images collected from Flickr website with five captions. Following the splitting scheme in [3], we select 1,000 images
for validation and 1,000 images for testing and the rest for training.
To quantitatively evaluate the retrieval performance, we report the
score of Recall@K and ‘mR’ scores for overall evaluation [2].

(6)

exp(λWiTj )

= N
T
j=1 (λexp(Wi j ))

(7)

where W I and W T are respectively the weights between original
feature and shared common feature of image and text, λ is a scaling factor. Accordingly, we implement the feature reconstruction
process by directly using the weighting information:
R I = W I C,
where R I

2.4

and R T

R T = W TC

(8)

3.2

Multi-Head Similarity Calculating

After obtaining the modality-specific features, we calculate the similarity between the reconstructed feature representation and the
shared concept feature representations, with large similarity indicating the matched image-text pair and small similarity indicating
the unmatched pair. Specifically, the multi-head mechanism is leveraged for calculating the similarity, by splitting the reconstructed
features and the original features into k-heads:
(9)

Query

T

Ours
1. A female performer with a violin plays on a street while a woman with
a blue guitar looks on .
2. 2 women are standing in a street playing a blue guitar and a violin .
3. A woman carrying a guitar is walking .
4. Two ladies play the violin and the guitar on the street to entertain the
passer byes .
5.Two women on the street one is playing the guitar the other is playing violin .

Five snowmobile riders all wearing hel
mets and goggles line up in a snowy clea
ring in a forest in front of their snowmo
biles ; they are all wearing black snow p
ants and from left to right they are wea
ring a black coat , white coat , red coat ,
blue coat , and black coat .

Rank1

T

H TRT
SkT =  k  k 
 T  T
Hk  Rk 

VSRN
1. 2 women are standing in a street playing a blue guitar and a violin .
2. A girl is playing the violin in the street while her band mate on the guitar
is talking on her cellphone with a confused look .
3. A woman carrying a guitar is walking .
4. A female performer with a violin plays on a street while a woman with a
blue guitar looks on .
5. A teenage girl is carrying a guitar in the woods .

I
R I = Concat(R 1I , · · · , R K
), RiT = Concat(R 1T , · · · , R KT )
(10)
Specifically, we calculate the cosine similarity between the reconstructed features and original features for each head:

H IRI
SkI =  k  k  ,
 I  I
Hk  Rk 

Implementation Details

The proposed framework is implemented in pytorch platfom. For
image representation learning, the pre-trained visual features with
36 patches provided by SCAN [6] is selected for training, and each
patch is characterized with 2048-dimension vector. The dimension
of the joint embedding space is 1024. For training, we utilize Adam
optimizer with 25 epochs and the initial learning rate is set at
0.0002, with decaying 10% every 8 epochs for both Flickr30k and
MSCOCO datasets. In the multi-head similarity calculating, we set
the heads k to 16 and the scaling factor λ in Eq. (7) is set to 4. For
the regularization parameters, the margin α is set at 0.2.

are the reconstructed feature of image and text.

H I = Concat(H 1I , · · · , H KI ), HiT = Concat(H 1T , · · · , H KT )

Loss Function

Following [3], the triplet loss is utilized to optimize the hard negative samples, and the similarity stated in Subsection 2.4 is employed
for regularization, totally resulting the following loss:
 

[α − S IT + S I T̂ ]+ + [α − S IT + S IT
(14)
L=
ˆ ]+

Rank2

Rank3

Rank1

Rank2

Rank3

Figure 2: Representative results obtained by our method.
(11)

3.3

where · denotes 2 norm regularization. Then, two fully-connect
layers are applied to calculate similarity.
S I = W2I (tanh(W1I (concat(S 1I , · · · , SkI )) + b1I )) + b2I

(12)

S T = W2T (tanh(W1T (concat(S 1T , · · · , SkT )) + b1T )) + b2T

(13)

Performance Analysis and Comparison

The cross-modal retrieval results tested on MSCOCO and Flick30K
are summarized in Table 2, it can be observed that the proposed
framework always delivers the best Recall@K and ‘mR’ performance, and generally performs better than all the baselines. For
instance, comparing with the competing GSMN (dense) [9], our
propsed framework gains 2.3% and 0.8% improvements on R@1
scores, respectively, for text retrieval and image retrieval on Flickr30k.
This indicates that the proposed framework is capable of indexing

W2I ,b2I ,W1I ,b1I ,W2T ,b2T ,W1T ,b1T

where
are trainable parameters.
Thus, the final similarity is the average of S I and S T .
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Table 1: Quantitative results of text retrieval and image retrieval tested on MSCOCO and Flickr30k test set in terms of R@K.
’*’ denotes that ensemble results obtained from two trained models achieved by the same method.
MSCOCO

Flick30K
Method

Text Retrieval

Image Retrieval

mR

R@1

R@5

R@10

R@1

R@5

R@10

VSE++[3]
SCAN* [6]
CAMP [13]
CASC* [14]
SGM [12]
VRAN* [7]
GSMN (sparce)
GSMN (dense)
GSMN*[9]

52.9
67.4
68.1
68.5
71.8
71.3
71.4
72.6
76.4

80.5
90.3
89.7
90.6
91.7
90.6
92.0
93.5
94.3

87.2
95.8
95.2
95.9
95.5
96.0
96.1
96.8
97.3

39.6
48.6
51.5
50.2
53.5
54.7
53.9
53.7
57.4

70.1
77.7
77.1
78.3
79.6
81.8
79.7
80.0
82.3

79.5
85.2
85.3
86.3
86.5
88.2
87.1
87.0
89.0

Ours
Ours*

76.3
78.7

93.2
94.5

96.5
97.9

57.0
58.2

82.1
83.6

88.5
89.6

much more similar samples in fine-grained cross-modal matching results. Meanwhile, some representative retrieval examples
obtained by the proposed approach are shown in Fig. 2, it can be
clearly observed that the proposed model is able to distinguish
the similar queries well and have successfully indexed the most
semantically matched counterparts.

w/o-i
w/o-t
w/o cross graph
w/o multi-head
baseline

Text Retrieval
Image Retrieval
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10
71.5
75.1
72.6
74.3
76.3

89.3
92.8
91.6
93.5
93.2

94.6
97.8
94.6
95.2
96.5

51.6
55.6
52.5
56.8
57.0

78.7
80.1
79.4
81.7
82.1

Image Retrieval

mR

R@5

R@10

R@1

R@5

R@10

68.3
77.5
77.8
78.3
79.8
80.5
80.0
80.6
82.8

64.6
72.7
72.3
72.3
73.4
76.2
76.1
74.7
78.4

90.0
94.8
94.8
96.0
93.8
94.8
95.6
95.3
96.4

95.7
98.4
98.3
99.0
97.8
98.2
98.3
98.2
98.6

52.0
58.8
58.5
58.9
57.5
62.8
60.4
60.3
63.3

84.3
88.4
87.9
89.8
87.3
89.7
88.7
88.5
90.1

92.0
94.8
95.0
96.0
94.3
95.1
95.0
94.6
95.7

79.8
84.7
84.5
85.3
84.0
86.1
85.7
85.3
87.1

82.3
83.8

77.6
78.9

96.4
97.5

98.8
98.8

62.2
65.7

89.8
90.2

95.8
96.6

86.8
87.9

that combines the image and text feature directly; 4) w/o multihead is the model without multi-head mechanism. As shown in
Table 2, it can be found that the proposed framework embedded with
cross-graph attention, similarity calculation and feature reconstruction is able to yield the discriminative shared representation and
theirfore significantly promote the retrieval performance. Further,
we explore the number effect of heads of multi-head mechanism in
Eqs. (9) and (10), and representative results are shown in Fig. 3, it
can be observed that different k values just induce a minor fluctuation on the retrieval performance, and yield very stable retrieval
performance on different retrieval tasks.

Table 2: Ablation studies tested on Flickr30k test set.
Method

Text Retrieval
R@1

86.4
86.9
87.4
87.7
88.5

4

CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed an efficient cross-graph attention model
to explicitly learn the shared semantic concepts between image and
text, which can be well utilized to guide the feature learning process for efficient fine-grained image-text retrieval. Meanwhile, the
leveraged multi-head mechanism is able to well correlate the similarity between heterogeneous modalities. Accordingly, the semanticenhanced cross-modal embedding can be discriminatively obtained
to benefit the fine-grained retrieval. Extensive experiments have
shown its outstanding performances.
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Figure 3: Evaluation of heads number k.

3.4

Ablation Studies and Discussions

We further evaluate the effectiveness of each learning module and
experiment with four forms of the proposed model: 1)w/o-i is the
model without the visual similarity calculation and feature reconstruction; 2)w/o-t is the model without the textual similarity calculation and feature reconstruction; 3) w/o cross graph is the model
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